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MEET THE TEAM
We’ll be attending plenty of shows throughout
the year, so drop by and say hello! Where can you
see us? All of our currently scheduled shows are
detailed below:
World Travel Market 2015:
7th – 9th November
Pure Life Experiences:
12th - 15th November
IBTM World:
29th November – 1st December
You can find an up-to-date list of our trade show
appearances at exotravel.com/tradeshows
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IN THIS ISSUE...
In our latest edition of Explorer we take a look at Asia’s epic scope for
overland journeys. We also comment on why it’s important not to forget
the mature traveller in the push to develop the millennial market.
We throw some light onto making luxurious experiences available to all,
and deliver an in-depth discussion on Borneo’s mesmerising contrasts.
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Finally, the spotlight shines on some of the fantastic projects that the
EXO Foundation has been supporting and catch up with Ameer Virani,
Sustainability Manager for Myanmar, to discover how we are aiming to
reduce our footprint in the destinations in which we are operating.
Enjoy the read!
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25th Oct /
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Asia lends itself perfectly to expansive overland journeys, taking in the breadth of the continent and
the rich life and culture of each of the destinations at ground level
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Millennial's may make the news more regularly,
but it's the more mature audience that Asia caters for excellently
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We can’t all travel like royalty all the time, and adding a touch of class to longer journeys can be
much more affordable. Get the best of both worlds with a touch of luxury on a shorter extension
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Discover how to get into the depths of Borneo’s stunning contrasts,
from the rawness of its wildlife to the exoticness of its people
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Explore Asia’s glorious sights in this summer of love
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NEW APPOINTMENT AT EXO TRAVEL
Richard Ludwig, our previous Director of Product for EXO Travel Group,
has been promoted to General Manager of Malaysia and will be
continuing the growth of this magnificent destination.
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www.linkedin.com/company/exotravel

Learn about some of our favorite projects from the EXO Foundation as we highlight the incredible
work being undertaken to leave Asia an even better place than we found it

www.youtube.com/user/exotravel
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Get the inside scoop as we catch up with Ameer, our Myanmar Sustainability Manager,
and learn how we are working to minimise our impact on the local environment and communities
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EXPEDITION ASIA:

Much has changed in Asia over the last
couple of decades and modern technology
and infrastructure advances have altered
the face of travel in the region. With a
little imagination and effort, however,
guests can get off the grid and sample its
full glory in an unhurried fashion.

T HE GRE AT OV E R L A N D J O U RN E YS

“Slow travel in its purest form is
extremely attractive,” adds Rasmussen.
“People yearn to plug into something vast,
something beyond, to find their limits
physically and mentally and to discover
what they didn’t know existed both in their
surroundings and in themselves.”
There is no shortage of transcendent trips
to take in the region. A nation where the
golden era of overland travel can be easily
evoked is Myanmar. Isolated from the
world for much of the late 20th Century,
the country has recently emerged as a
sought-after travel destination. While
famous destinations such as Yangon,
Bagan and Inle Lake are seeing a good
amount of footfall, much of the rest of the
country remains practically virgin territory
for foreigners.
A case in point is Kachin State, the
country’s northernmost enclave. A
trekking expedition in this remote corner
of Asia – a mountainous nook in the
mighty Himalaya surrounded by China and
India – allows intrepid guests to venture
deep into the unknown, savouring
unexpected vistas and exploring
untouched tribal villages. Equally
enticing is a month long road trip around
the country that combines big-hitting
sights such as Inle, Mandalay and Bagan
with lesser-visited highlights such as
mountain towns Pyin Oo Lwin and Hsipaw
and Hpa An, the picturesque capital of
Karen State.

Although its impact has been diluted by overuse on blogs and collections of inspirational
travel quotes, there’s still truth to the adage “it’s not the destination, but the journey that
matters.”
Before contrails from airline traffic bisected the
skies of Asia, travel in the region was measured in
weeks, months and years rather than hours.
When the great explorer Henri Mahout became
one of the first Europeans to lay eyes on Angkor
in Cambodia in the mid-19th Century, his discovery
was just one element of an epic tour of Asia that
lasted for three years and only ended when he
died in Laos of malaria.
Overland expeditions in the region have also
informed the observations and writings of
seasoned travel scribes such as Paul Theroux,
Norman Lewis and Pico Lyer.
Yet despite the romanticism inherent in taking
travel slow and easy, for many modern travellers
the concept of delayed gratification is as alien as
being without a smartphone.
In many ways, this attitude is understandable.
People have busy lives and have limited windows
of opportunity for travel.
What’s more, the expansion of budget air travel
means that visitors can hop from point to point
with the minimum of fuss. Who would want to
exchange a comfortable seat on a three-hour
flight for a bumpy journey along a remote road
www.exotravel.com/trade

Kanchanaburi, Thailand

where air con is not always assured?

The Tibetan Plateau and the Mekong River are two
geographical elements of Asia that practically
ache with travel romance. The tiny province of
Gansu is far from the beaten tourist path, but its
endless grasslands; Silk Road history; rich culture
and splendid mountain scenery make it a treasure
trove for fans of immersive travel. Likewise, a boat
journey down the mighty Mekong – which flows
down from its source on the Tibetan Plateau to its
Delta in South Vietnam – showcases spectacular
scenery, unique architecture and varied local
culture and customs.
Interaction with the indigenous people of the area
is certainly a highlight of an extended period in
northern Vietnam. High on the slopes of the
Tonkinese Alps, far from the busy streets of Hanoi,
Red Dao and Black H’mong ethnic communities
live much as they have for centuries, farming rice
and vegetables and making their living from the
land. Although foreigners rarely visit these
settlements, they make compelling stops on a
comprehensive trekking adventure in the area.
Close encounters with nature as well as humans
is the specialty of the state of Sabah in Malaysia’s
portion of northern Borneo. On expeditions up
wide jungle rivers guests will have opportunities
to spot wild animals such as otters, proboscis
monkeys, kingfishers and orangutans – the king
swingers in this part of the world. Other natural
highlights of Sabah, meanwhile, include the thick
virgin rainforest area of Danum Valley – one of the
world’s most complex ecosystems – and
Gomantong Caves, where the ancient tradition of
collecting solidified swiftlet saliva for Bird’s Nest
Soup is still carried out.
“On these adventures, guests are travelling
overland using cars, bikes, buses, boats, trains or
even their own feet,” continues Rasmussen of EXO
Travel. “By travelling this way, they have more
opportunity to experience the local sights and
culture at eyelevel and at a relaxed pace. By
journeying in such a way - perpetually crossing
borders and other frontiers – guests can
experience the buzz of perpetual motion and
witness the contrasts upon entering new countries
and regions with different customs and culture.

While such an assertion may scream practicality,
it discounts many of the mystical and often
mysterious elements that make travel in Asia so
special. This, after all, is a region that encompasses
geographic marvels and remote highlights to whet
the appetite of all but the most impatient or timestarved traveller.
From the snow-capped mountains and endless
grasslands of Gansu Province in China to extended
periods exploring the nooks and crannies of
destinations like Myanmar or Indonesian Borneo,
Asia offers a smorgasbord of widescreen
experiences. Not only do these journeys offer a
wealth of visual stimulation, they also provide a
slow drip of understanding through steady
attainment of new knowledge.

“These expeditions offer travel with a purpose,
albeit undertaken at a more leisurely pace. It’s
nostalgic travel, reminiscent of how people used
to experience destinations when the world spun at
a slower pace.”
In the modern era, the search for novelty becomes
ever more difficult. With air travel costs lower
than ever and information widely disseminated,
even the most far-flung destinations seem more
familiar. Despite this, getting your teeth into an
unforgettable Asian adventure is still eminently
possible with a little forward planning. Such
overland expeditions remain as rewarding as ever.
As the author John Steinbeck said, ‘people don’t
take trips, trips take people.’

“Journeying along the Mekong is about
discovering Asia’s most important river, the
lifeblood for millions of people,” comments Kim
Rasmussen, Product Manager EXO Thailand.
“Encountering the Hmong villages of Northern
Thailand, learning about rice planting in Laos,
unearthing the wonders of the Mekong Delta
– these are all experiences that should not be
rushed.”
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Another country ripe for extended exploration is
Indonesia. The archipelago nation stretches for
thousands of miles along the equator, throwing up
numerous mysteries and unsung treasures along
the way. Possibilities for adventure are positively
limitless. Curious guests can savour river rides
in Borneo, scale the summits of live volcanoes
in Java and Lombok, learn how to cook Balinese
food and convene with the local “dragons” on the
island of Komodo.
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WHY ASIA IS SUCH A GREAT FIT

SILVER SURFERS:

Not only are the countries of Asia
generally safe and respectful places
to travel, they also offer some of the
most varied and thrilling experiences
imaginable. This, after all, is a region
that encompasses unbelievable
history, culture and heritage along
with some of the most jaw-dropping
scenery, incredible cuisine and
dynamic cities on the planet.

W E ' RE STI L L HERE!

The flexibility of the more open
schedules enjoyed by many seniors
provides ample scope for extended
adventure and Asia offers a wide
variety of epic adventures.
One of the region’s most alluring
destinations is Myanmar, which is
emerging as a visitor favourite after a
long period of self-imposed isolation.
Visitors seeking a heady slug of “old
Asia” will jump at the chance to
explore the country’s top sights via
a combination of transport forms
including bikes, charming trains and
– perhaps most evocatively – the
boats that ply the nation’s network of
waterways.

There's the old adage that 'age is but
a number'. In travel, like many other
sectors, there's a clamour for the new
and sexy millennial audience. The real
value however is in the maturer
market where a taste for adventure
has never been stronger.
Observing the current clamour for
appealing to millennials, you could be
forgiven for assuming that we are
living in a young person’s world.
In the travel industry, experts talk
endlessly about how these cash-rich
go-getters behave, how to reach
them and how to come up with more
efficient ways to entice them to
spend their impressive levels of
disposable income.
Freshness and novelty have always
provided more stimulation than
comforting familiarity, so in this sense
it is no surprise that marketing gurus
and industry players are expending so
much time and effort to dazzle
millennials. However, a number of
salient facts have been overlooked
in the travel industry’s giddy rush to
appeal to a younger demographic.
For instance, what exactly is a
millennial? It can seem that the
obsession with creating neat boxes
for people has resulted in a wildly
diverse group of individuals being
bundled together as a way of making
sense of the world. As if this wasn’t
glaring enough, it turns out that the
demographic most willing to spend
money on travel are not your highflying whizz kids, but the rather less
sexy segment of 55-year-olds and
over.
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“Millennials are money rich, but time
poor,” comments Hamish Keith of
EXO Travel. “55+ is still our core
demographic. They are time and
money rich. Their travel values are
evolving as well as mind-sets stay
younger for longer. Therefore they
want similar experiences to
millennials, but geared towards their
age range. EXO embraces this.”
Exact figures are hard to come by,
but it is true that older travellers have
the edge when it comes to spending
potential. In a report for the Guardian
newspaper, published last year,
commentator Tom Goodwin asserts
that the over-50s have 80% of the
developed world’s wealth. What’s
more, older travellers are becoming
increasingly adventurous.
While stereotypes of all-inclusive
cruise trips and gentle hiking holidays
linger, evidence suggests that
adventure tourism is a growing
market among seniors.
It has also been found that older
travellers generally tend to display
more customer loyalty. Obviously
nobody – whatever their age - will
countenance bad service or a
disappointing experience, but
companies that get the travel
ingredients just right are likely to
engender repeat business among
older travellers.

Another advantage targeting the
senior segment affords is that older
travellers have much more time on
their hands. Instead of just a few small
windows during the year, they can
travel at any time and in any season
– opening the door to an almost
limitless spectrum of possibilities.

Another amazing adventure – perfect
for the more intrepid senior traveller
– is an exploration of the Indonesian
island of Sulawesi. This boomerang
shaped chunk of land is home to the
Toraja ethnic group, renowned for
their elaborate funeral rites,
traditional houses and spectacular
carving and dancing. To immerse in
their fascinating traditions is one of
the true highlights of the region.
Equally spellbinding culturally is the
Tu Shaman Festival that takes place

high up on the Tibetan plateau in
China’s western Quinghai Province.
Here guests will watch Tibetan and
Tu ethnic groups pay tribute to the
Mountain God and witness striking
costumes, taste great local food and
thrill in the bizarre rituals of the
ceremony.
Other unforgettable long-form trips in
the region include a journey through
the northern part of Peninsular
Malaysia – an experience that veers
from heritage sights in Penang to a
relaxing jungle homestay where the
morning alarm call is sounded by
friendly gibbons.
There are few better times in life to
pick up new skills and knowledge
than in the advancing years. Asia has
a wealth of such opportunities.
For example, those who want to
sharpen their shooting skills will
find prime photographic territory at
Angkor, the legendary former seat of
the once-mighty Khmer Empire. Here,
amidst the vast archaeological site,
guests can train their lenses on the
stone carvings and bas-reliefs that
characterize these amazing relics.
With expert guidance from Dutch fine
art photographer and photojournalist,
Eric De Vries, they can talk about
artistic and photographic desires and
hone their camera techniques.
In Vietnam, meanwhile, guests can
learn more about that country’s
tumultuous modern history through
its art thanks to an immersive tour in
the capital Hanoi that is the result of
extensive collaboration with
renowned researchers, historians,
artists and gallery owners. Equally
enlightening is a spiritually themed

journey in Luang Prabang, the onetime royal capital of Laos, which
familiarizes guests with the ancient
rite of alms giving and also provides
schooling on the Buddhist art of
meditation.
While some senior travellers see Asia
as a conduit to adventure and
learning, others are more content to
lose themselves in the easy living and
peaceful atmosphere the region often
provides. Japan hits the travel sweet
spot for all ages and is a fine place
to enjoy a romantic holiday with the
minimum of hassle. Highlights of such
a trip include the buzzing capital of
Tokyo, temple-rich Kyoto and optional
extras such as lunch with a sumo
wrestler and a visit to a private sake
brewery.
Thailand too is known for its farreaching appeal to travellers of all
ages. An extended journey in the
central region and the north of the
country can encompass everything
from a street food discovery tour in
Bangkok to encounters with
elephants in a natural jungle
landscape and gentle hikes to hill
tribe villages.
In today’s fast-paced world, it is both
necessary and desirable to adapt to
changing demands. By turning its
attention to a younger demographic,
the travel industry is only following
a wider, general trend. Experience
proves, however, that showing more
love to the senior market provides
reliable exposure for travel that lend
weight to the theory that things get
better with age.

Taking all these factors into account,
it becomes all the more baffling that
so many in the industry seem willing
to neglect such a core constituency.
With established pedigree,
commitment to older travellers and
proven nous in curating the very best
in experiential travel in Asia, EXO
Travel is renowned for providing
outstanding travel experiences in
Asia.
There can be few better parts of the
world for a mature adventurer to
explore than Asia.
In Europe and other parts of the
western world, as digital devices oust
human service staff, travel can be
stressful for those who prefer a phone
chat to a virtual one. In Asia, however,
elderly travellers are generally
venerated – respected for their
wisdom and experience.
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"A unique fusion of traditional
Vietnamese style and modern
luxuries – that's the Ancient
House Resort , Hoi An.”
- 52 deluxe rooms with garden view
- Restaurant with 100 seats & stylish bar
- Spa and Beauty salon, Fitness center
- Souvenir shop, Billiard club, Swimming pool
- Free shuttle bus, bicycle service and private
beach
- Witness the way to make traditional noodle
and typical ancient house in our premise

377 Cua Dai Road, Hoi An Town, Quang Nam Province, Viet Nam - Tel : (84)510.3923377 – Fax : (84)510.3923477
Email : sales@ancienthouseresort.com - www.ancienthouseresort.com

8 Dong Khoi Str., Dist.1, HCMC, Vietnam
(848) 3915 5555
Grand Hotel Saigon
www.grandhotel.vn

HOI AN ANCIENT HOUSE VILLAGE
RESORT AND SPA
Hamlet 5, Cam Thanh Village, Hoi An City,
Quang Nam Province
Phone: (+84) 5103 933377
Fax: (+84) 5103 933378
www.ancienthousevillage.com
info@ancienthousevillage.com
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E SS E N TI AL

LUXURY
Whether it is gourmet
picnics amidst emerald green rice
paddies, traditional tea ceremonies in
classic Japanese temples or stays in
sumptuous heritage hotels, Asia lends
itself seamlessly to those with a
taste for the finer things in life.

Beijing, China

Luang Prabang, Laos
Kyoto, Japan

Asia is a dream place to act out travel
fantasies. Those with plenty of money
to spare will find premium
experiences the length and breadth
of the region.

traditional buildings. It's fair
to say that this generally
leaves visitors with a sense
of mystery.

Examples of this kind of journey are
plentiful. Guests with time and money
to spare can sample the best of
Indochina on an epic tour that
encompass world heritage sites,
luxurious hotels and curated
experiences in legendary sites and
cities such as Ayutthaya (Thailand),
Angkor Wat (Cambodia), Luang
Prabang (Laos) and Halong Bay
(Vietnam).

“Taking the chance to enter
one of the private temples
in the area, to walk through
its refined Zen garden and
to assist with the simple
yet elegant ritual of a tea
ceremony performed by
a kimono-clad master is a
unique chance to really get
under the skin of this
fascinating
neighbourhood.”

Yet while it is eminently possible
to move from place to place in the
classiest fashion, not everyone has
the financial wherewithal to stretch
to an extended luxury journey. What’s
more, with Asia offering so much
fantastic value, many travellers prefer
to focus on the region’s innate scenic
and cultural wonders rather than
pushing the boat out to its furthest
extent.
For this type of customer, the perfect
solution is often to combine a longer
adventure with a shorter luxury
getaway. In this way, travellers who
crave a taste of the good life can
fulfil their longing without having to
take out another mortgage to do so.
www.exotravel.com/trade

These opulent additions are ideal for
those who wish to top off their Asian
odyssey with a short and oh-so-sweet
spell of unashamed pampering.
By upping the financial ante for a
shorter journey, guests can enjoy a
range of perks that encompass
everything from first-class travel
on trains and planes to handpicked
expert guides and exclusive bespoke
experiences at some of the region’s
most special spots.
In this privileged sphere there is a
wide selection of truly special
journeys.
Experiences don’t need to be longform in order to be truly exceptional.
One of the defining images of Kyoto
– Japan’s former Imperial capital - is
the stunning Zen temple complexes
scattered around the Higashiyama

district of the city. One of the most
striking of these is Kodai-ji, where
guests can attend an exclusive
Japanese tea ceremony. A
professional teacher in the 400-yearold temple will perform this
traditional art. Guests will find out
more about the relationship between
tea ceremonies and Zen Buddhism.
They can then follow the ceremony
with a session of Zazen meditation,
one of the most important practices
of Zen Buddhism.
“Higashiyama district in Kyoto is one
of the most intriguing and enigmatic
places I know of,” comments Pietro
Moschetti, Product Manager of EXO
Travel Japan. “Although it is endlessly
charming to walk around the
picturesque streets of the area, it is
equally fascinating trying to imagine
what is behind the quaint wooden
doors and rice paper windows of its
09

Another failsafe way of
immersing in a city or
destination is by
undertaking a bespoke
walking tour conducted or
devised by an expert.
In Beijing, China’s ancient
capital, the focus of an
entire series of tours is the
city’s evocative array of
heritage sites. The city’s
history is as labyrinthine
and colourful as a thriller,
but it takes passion and
knowledge to bring its
legion of stories to life for
the uninitiated. On walking
www.exotravel.com/trade

seminars around key sights
such as the UNESCO-listed
Temple of Heaven,
Forbidden City and
Summer Palace, the past
will be illuminated by an
English-speaking specialist
who can provide additional
layers of detail to enliven
an already charismatic
occasion.
Like Beijing, Yangon is a
city that warrants
additional insight. Although
no longer the capital of
Myanmar, it remains the
country’s biggest and most
important city by quite
some distance. Although
the city is now home to
multinational businesses,
swanky bars and
restaurants, its timewarped qualities that
remain most entrancing for
visitors. On an exclusive
short-stay in the city,
guests can live in the lap
of luxury at the legendary
Strand Hotel while taking
in some of the region’s
best-preserved colonial
architecture as well as
other sights such as the
dazzling gold Shwedagon

Pagoda, the most
important Buddhist temple
in Myanmar.
Equally amenable to luxury
travel is Luang Prabang,
the drawcard attraction in
Laos. In the UNESCOlisted city, impossibly
ornate temples and saffron
robed-monks collecting
their daily alms provide
spiritual solace while lavish
hotels and chic eateries
up the ante in the comfort
stakes. Guests can pack a
lot into four days here, with
everything from a Mekong
cruise to mystical caves to
a dip in crystal clear Kuang
Sihanoukville, Cambodia
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Si waterfalls on offer.
Similarly majestic is the
mountain retreat of Sapa
in Vietnam. Located near
the border with China
amidst spellbinding
highland scenery, the
town offers ample scope
for luxury. After travelling
from the capital Hanoi by
private train, guests can
spend their days
exploring colourful
markets, taking light treks
to remote villages and
enjoying the fantastic
scenery. A gourmet picnic
in the middle of the rice
terraces and a stay at the
venerable Victoria Sapa
Resort add extra lustre to
the experience.
A different kind of luxury
vibe can be found on the
Gulf of Thailand at Kep.
During the French
colonial era, the
Cambodian beach town
was one of the most
fashionable resorts in
Indochina. It is a much
sleepier proposition these
days, but a clutch of
classy hotels and
restaurants have returned
it to something
approaching its former
glory. On this short break,
guests can revel in its
relaxed atmosphere,
exploring nearby Koh
Tonsai (Rabbit Island) and
feasting on fresh
crustaceans at Kep’s
famous crab market.

Like Bali, Penang is a
long-standing favourite
with luxury travellers. The
island’s colourful capital
Georgetown is one of the
most fascinating – not to
mention delicious – cities
in Asia. The UNESCOlisted town is a treasure
trove of architectural
highlights where skilled
artisans practice crafts
such as joss-stick making
and rattan weaving. It is
also the perfect place to
dig deep into Penang’s
hawker food culture,
regarded by many as the
best on the planet.
Luxury experiences are
supposed to be that
little bit more special and
there’s no doubt that a
scenic flight over
Chiang Mai certainly fits
the bill. Flying high with
an experienced pilot,
guests will witness the
rugged mountainous
beauty of Doi Inthanon
National Park, home of
Thailand’s highest peak.

Connecting you to the best of “ The Hidden Charm” Hanoi
SILK PATH HOTEL HANOI * 195 - 199 Hang Bong, Hoan Kiem, Hanoi, Vietnam
T: +84 4 3266 5555 * F: +84 4 3938 1288

Whether it is brief, but
brilliant journeys, or more
immersive experiences,
doing things in style
rarely fails to pay off in
Asia.

SILK PATH BOUTIQUE HANOI * 21 Hang Khay, Hoan Kiem, Hanoi, Vietnam
T: +84 4 3938 5555 * F: +84 4 3266 8688

www.silkpathhotel.com * reservation@silkpathhotel.com

Also encapsulating
Southeast Asia’s
heightened paradisiacal
appeal is Bali. The
Indonesian island is
known for its classic surf
beaches and it's
incredible Hindu culture.
Less widely lauded – but
also notable – is its
vibrant culinary scene.
Nowhere is it more
sophisticated than in hip
Seminyak where guests
can indulge in a culinary
crawl around some of the
enclave’s most enticing
dining options.

Luang Prabang, Laos
www.exotravel.com/trade
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centres like Kuching and Kota Kinabalu – the capitals of
Sarawak and Sabah respectively – encompass everything
from traditional Malay and Chinese to sophisticated fine
dining.

A FOCUS ON

BORNEO

A land of deep-green jungle, craggy mountains and
iridescent ocean, Sabah is a place where wilderness
fantasies come true. Dominating the state is Mount
Kinabalu, the highest peak in Southeast Asia. The trek to
the top is one of the most popular hikes in the region, but
it is worth negotiating the testing climb for the stunning
views over Borneo.
Visitors can tackle the trek to the top or, alternatively,
hike local trails at the base of the mighty granite monolith
while local guides offer insight on the immense variety of
flora along the train, including their medicinal properties.
Sabah is also famous for its diving, while its jungles and
lazy rivers offer some of the best opportunities for
orangutan spotting in Malaysia.

Longhouse, Borneo

Borneo Orangutan

There are few places that
evoke images of pristine
wilderness quite like
Borneo. The largest island
in Asia, and the third
largest in the world, its land
mass is shared between
three sovereign nations,
Indonesia, Malaysia and
Brunei.
Famed for its incredible
natural bounty, Borneo
accounts for just 1% of
the world’s land yet holds
approximately 6% of global
biodiversity in its rich,
tropical forests. Its species
range from the distinct
Borneo orangutans and
elephants to giant pitcher
plants and Rafflesia flowers.
Shrouded in myth and
mystery, the island is
famous for towering peaks,
impenetrable jungle and
incredible natural beauty.
All these and much more
can be found in Sabah and
Sarawak, the two
Malaysian portions of the
mighty landmass.

Borneo has been the epitome of adventure travel over the
past two centuries, attracting those who wish to tap into
their inner Indiana Jones or Lara Croft. Today, the island still
draws visitors who seek new and unusual experiences,
and few leave disappointed.

“As travellers we often put
culture and nature into two
separate boxes,” comments
Richard Ludwig, General
Manager of EXO Malaysia.

A floating village, Semporna,
Sabah, Malaysia
www.exotravel.com/trade
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“But that would be the
wrong way to approach
Borneo.
“The island possesses one
of the world’s most
biodiverse landscapes. As
such, the people of the
island are intrinsically
married to their
incredible surrounds. With
this in mind, visitors can
appreciate the mountains,
jungles and nature while
also marvelling at the
timeless traditions of the
indigenous inhabitants.”
Perhaps surprisingly, given
the mystical aura that
attaches itself to Borneo,
Sabah and Sarawak are two
of Asia’s most user-friendly
destinations. Both states
have excellent transport
infrastructures with good
roads and extensive air
links to domestic and
international destinations.
Also, the island has far
more strings to its bow
than its famed nature and
biodiversity. Pristine
beaches hug the shoreline,
crystalline oceans offer
scope for world-class
diving and snorkelling while
the culinary scenes in major

A prime spot on Sabah for wildlife spotting is
Sandakan in the far east of the state. It provides easy
access to eco-tourism attractions including Sepilok
orangutan reserve, an award-winning rehabilitation
centre for the lovable carrot-topped swingers, and the
Kinabatangan River, the longest river in Borneo where
guests can observe pygmy elephants, over 300 bird
species and ten species of primate.
Despite its cache as a place for adventurers, however,
Sabah is hugely accessible.
The capital Kota Kinabalu has one of the best-connected
airports in the country and is amply stocked with bars,
restaurants and top class hotels. The city even has a
maritime paradise on its doorstep in the shape of the
Tunku Abdul Rahman National Park – a small archipelago
with sandy beaches and snorkelling opportunities.
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DISCOVER A HOME
FROM HOME
IN THE HEART OF BANGKOK

At COMO Metropolitan Bangkok, we nurture our guests,
to make them feel at home in the heart of the Thai capital.
you can kick back in comfort, or slip downstairs to the Met
Bar for an elegant late-night Martini. We look after your
wellness needs with yoga, COMO Shambhala therapies,
and life-giving menus. Our Thai restaurant is overseen by
David Thompson – a chef who has garnered a canopy of
Michelin stars.

LOSE YOURSELF IN A
COMO DREAM
OVERLOOKING THE ANDAMAN SEA IN PHUKET

COMO Point Yamu is an elegant, contemporary resort
created by one of the great Milanese design stars, Paola
Navone. From the pool villas you can open up to the
tropical breeze, which kisses Phang Nga Bay’s limestone
karsts and cobalt waters. With pin-sharp service, an island
beach club, and a substantial COMO Shambhala wellness
retreat, you can immerse yourself so deeply you will feel
like you are living in a dream. Then the feast begins – at La
Sirena for Italian cuisine, and Nahmyaa for Thai.

Bako Natinal park,
Salawak, Malaysia

Away from the city, there are numerous epic adventures
available. From Kota Kinabalu, an exhilarating day trip
whisks guests to the “tip of Borneo”. The journey proceeds
along the coast of Sabah, past rice fields and villages, to
the Kudat region of the state where the Rungus ethnic
minority dominates. In addition to the natural attributes
of the area, visitors can sample a traditional lunch in a
longhouse and observe members of the community craft
baskets and musical instruments.
Another interesting day tour takes guests to Beaufort in
the less-visited southeastern section of Sabah. This part of
the state is notable for the intricate mangrove forests that
line the banks of the Garama River. Proboscis monkeys can
be spotted in the trees along with a variety of exotic birds
such as the pied hornbill and the azure kingfisher. A cruise
along the river lasts until sunset when the light fades and
the surrounding area comes alive with the spectacular
blinking of fireflies.
While Sabah has more than its fair share of wild rides,
its near neighbour Sarawak is – if anything – even more
untamed.
From voyages up the “Amazon of Borneo” to jungle
expeditions where encounters with killer crocs, proboscis
monkeys and orangutans are a regular occurrence, the
state is a portal to Borneo’s most elemental side.

Pied Hornbill

civilisation, this wilderness area is home to Lang Cave – at
2161 metres long, the largest cave passage in the world.
In addition to its majestic caves, the park offers guests
opportunities for night trekking through the jungle and
thrilling long tail boat rides.
Given the wilderness riches of its interior, it might come
as a surprise to some that the state capital Kuching is so
refined. Regarded as the most stylish and sophisticated
city on Borneo, it offers visitors a wide range of urban
highlights.

The best of Sarawak’s adventures include discovery of
the spectacular bat caves and rock formations of Gunung
Mulu National Park and a river ride up the Batang Rejang,
a river that was once synonymous with remoteness and
mysterious warring tribes.

Activities vary from wandering the bustling streets in
search of architectural gems to indulging in a hawker food
scene that is among the best in Malaysia. The city is also
ideally placed for exploration of some of Sarawak’s most
famous natural attractions with the Bako National Park,
the oldest in Sarawak, just 37km northeast of downtown.

One of the state’s most awe-inspiring sights are the Niah
Caves, one of the most important archaeological sites
in the world and a place where 40,000 year-old human
remains have been found. The caves are part of the Niah
National Park, where guests can stay in a traditional Iban
longhouse.

This proximity means that guests can spend their days
investigating pristine rainforests with plenty of time for
a delicious meal at one of Kuching’s restaurants in the
evening.

Jungle fantasies come to life on Borneo, and nowhere
more so than in Mulu National Park. Removed from
www.exotravel.com/trade

With such a diversity of experiences, it is possible to enjoy
Sabah and Sarawak all year round. And given the wealth
of scenic, natural and cultural manna on show it is little
wonder that travellers continue to go wild for Borneo.
15
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L ve is in the Air

06 / CHINA:
China with Banyan Tree
(11 Days/ 10 Nights)

YOU DON’T HAVE TO GO FAR TO FIND ROMANCE IN ASIA
AND EXO CAN PROVE IT WITH THESE DELUXE
TOURS AND EXPERIENCES.

02

It is almost impossible to
overstate the sheer scope and
variety that China offers
honeymooners. From space
age architecture, sumptuous
restaurants and the ultimate in
high living in its increasingly
modern cities, to towering
mountain ranges and
picture-perfect rural scenery,
the giant nation balances the
ancient with the ultracontemporary.

02 / MALAYSIA:
Climbing Mighty Mount
Kinabalu
(3 Days/ 2 Nights)
Towering majestically over Kota
Kinabalu, the state capital of
Sabah, Mount Kinabalu has a
formidable reputation.
Shrouded in myth and mystery,
Mount Kinabalu dominates the
skyline for miles around and
acts as a magnet for pilgrims
eager to test themselves
against its lofty bulk.
Tremendous vistas and
stunning scenery are among
the rewards for climbers’
efforts.

06
05 / CAMBODIA:

Romantic Luang Prabang
(5 Days / 4 Nights)

01
01 / THAILAND:
Perfect Thai Honeymoon
(14 Days / 13 Nights)
The Kingdom’s seductive blend
of scenery and spirituality
continues to make it a natural
choice for couples looking to
celebrate their nuptials in style.
Focussing on the north and
south of the country, as well as
the charismatic capital
Bangkok, the journey
encompasses fine hotels and
restaurants and a selection of
sensual experiences.

www.exotravel.com/trade

If gongs were handed out for
the most beautiful cities on
the planet then Luang Prabang
would be fighting out with the
heavyweights. Unsurprisingly a
popular spot for couples, this
journey ramps up the romance
by offering everything from
lazy river rides to exclusive spa
treatments.

03

08

Luxury Kep Getaway
(4 Days/ 3 Nights)

03 / LAOS:

During its heyday as
Cambodia’s premier beach
town, Kep was the favoured
place for R&R for the Khmer
elite. Sihanoukville usurped it
as the nation’s sun, sea and
sand capital prior to the civil
war. Now, however, the resort is
finally making good on its
undoubted potential as a
romantic destination.

04

08 / INDONESIA:
Honeymoon Luxury in Bali
(10 Days / 9 Nights)

07
07 / MYANMAR:

05

04 / JAPAN:
Silver Honeymoon in Japan
(7 Days / 6 Nights)

Seventh Heaven, Honeymoon
in Myanmar
(7 Days / 6 Nights)

In many ways, Bali is the
holiday island that has it all.
The so-called ‘island of the
Gods’ is a much sought-after
quarry for honeymooners.
Feted for its immense beauty
and deep-rooted Hindu/
Animist culture, the island
attracts a steady flowing
stream of visitors looking to
sample its heady ambrosia.

Although it is the biggest
nation in mainland Southeast
Asia, honeymooners can cover
a lot of ground in Myanmar
over the course of an
enchanting week. Sheltered
from the excesses of mass
tourism due to a long period of
self-imposed seclusion,
Myanmar is ideally suited
to couples that crave a little
adventure without sacrificing
comfort.

Japan hits the sweet spot for a
silver honeymoon. The
country’s selection of incredible
sights is as exotic and inspiring
as any in Asia. Fantastic
convenience and hospitality
make it particularly well suited
to older guests, who are
virtually guaranteed to receive
unfailing reverence from their
famously respectful hosts.
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The Trailblazer Foundation
The Trailblazer foundation is an NGO
based in Cambodia who undertake
grassroots projects in a variety of
core areas of development (water,
health, education, community
development). So far, the EXO
Foundation has donated US$5,000
to dig 23 pull pump wells and buy 10
biosand water filters, improving the
livelihoods of over 380 people.
For more information, visit
www.exofoundation.org/project/
the-trailblazer-foundation
2: Education and Vocational Training
Hy Vong School
Hy Vong School is a privately run
establishment that provides much
needed learning opportunities for
children with hearing impairments
who would otherwise be left out of
the regular school system. Since 2014,
the EXO Foundation has donated
US$7,500 to Hy Vong School to
support the study costs of nine
underprivileged children and the
salary of one IT teacher.
3: Human Protection

PROJECTS

WE SUPPORT
The philosophy of the
EXO Foundation is to
support small, local
philanthropic efforts that
have limited means to
conduct international
fund raising actions.
Over the last couple of
years, the EXO
Foundation has
distributed US$102,408
across a number of
projects that has made
a real difference to the
communities they have
supported.

www.exotravel.com/trade

1: Human Health and Sanitation
Vientiane Rescue Team
Set up in 2006 by former fire-fighter
and nurse Sebastian Perret,
Vientiane Rescue Team is comprised
of 34 members who provide
emergency services and aid for
victims of road accidents across the
city. Since the first US$6,000 that the
EXO Foundation donated in 2013, to
support the purchase of a car that
was customised as an emergency
rescue vehicle, the Foundation has
donated $14,800 in total and
collected $14,700 online.
For more information, visit
www.exofoundation.org/project/
vientiane-rescue-team

APLE (Aide pour les enfants)
APLE work together with NGO,
Global Humanitaria, to execute the
PROTECT Project in Cambodia.
PROTECT’S mission is to combat the
sexual exploitation of children. The
EXO Foundation has donated $9,000
to this organization which is
desperately needed to assist victims
of rape and human trafficking. They
carry out essential work in close
collaboration with local authorities
and we are proud to support them.
For more information, visit
www.exofoundation.org/project/
aple-protect-cambodia
4: Humanitarian Aid
Emergency Relief
The EXO Foundation was set up after
and because of the disaster of
Cyclone Nargis, the worst natural
disaster in the recorded history
of Myanmar. EXO collected over
$200,000 to support emergency
relief. At least 15% of all of our funds
are saved in order to support such
relief operations in Asia. In 2014, we
supported the Hayan Relief in the
Philippines ($5,000) and in 2015 we
financed relief efforts after the
earthquake in Nepal ($9,000) and
heavy flooding in Myanmar ($10,000).
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5: Cultural Revival
TAEC (The Traditional Arts and
Ethnology Centre)
The Traditional Arts and
Ethnology Centre is a museum
located in the UNESCO World
Heritage town of Luang Prabang.
It is dedicated to the collection,
preservation and interpretation of the
traditional arts and lifestyles of the
country’s many and diverse ethnic
groups. In 2016, the EXO Foundation
will sponsor US$2,000 for a
community based exhibition ‘Seeds of
culture: from living plants to
handicrafts’. We hope this is the start
of a long collaboration.
For more information, visit
www.exofoundation.org/project/traditional-arts-and-ethnology-centre of
a long collaboration.
6: Environmental Protection
EXO Waste Management Project
Plastic waste is becoming a real
plague in Asia, and a health threat
not only to marine ecosystems and
wildlife but for human beings as well.
To tackle this issue, the Foundation
launched a Waste Management
Project to raise awareness of the
dangers of littering and to provide
solutions helping communities to
manage their waste in an eco-friendly
way that is also economically viable.
For more information, visit
www.exofoundation.org/project/
dont-waste-your-waste
7: Economic Development
La Vie Vu Linh
In 2015, the EXO Foundation
supported La Vie Vu Linh with
US$5,000 for 2 projects. Together, a
community project was developed
with the Dzao Ethnic group of Ngoi
Tu village (Northern Vietnam) to start
an agroforestry program, and
additionally, the development of a
biogas project. The agroforestry
project aimed at demonstrating to
locals that there are other ways
to generate wealth than from the
prevailing manioc and eucalyptus
monocultures that are so harmful to
the environment. The biogas project
uses vegetable and cattle waste to
generate clean and efficient energy.
If you would like to support the EXO
Foundation or any of our particular
projects, please get in touch with
info@exofoundation.org, any help
would be greatly appreciated.

www.exotravel.com/trade
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Our leafy tropical resort consist of nine whitewashed villas surrounding a large salted water pool. Traditional Khmer style blends seamlessly with contemporary
elements of modern architecture and interior design in all our 18 rooms. We have put as much emphasis on style and design as we have on your comfort while
staying with us in your home away from home. From our personal welcome at the airport to the moment we say goodbye our dedicated staff will take care of
your every need and ensure that your stay with us is a truly memorable one.

Royal Kalaw Hills Resort
Royal Kalaw Hills Resort is situated just 45 minutes, drive away from Heho Airport and 90 minutes
drive from Inle Lake. The main building was originally built in 1898 and renovated as it’s original
looks. It is set high up in the mountains and easy to visit the colonial railways station of Kalaw,
Kalaw Market, Shwe Oo Min Pagoda, Green Hill Valley Elephant Camp and the pine forests of the
mountainside.

Royal Nadi Resort ( Nyaung Shwe )
Royal Nadi Resort is located away from the crowds, beside the beautiful Nadi Mingalar lake,
10 minutes drive from Nyaung Shwe and 45 minutes drive from Heho Airport. The 74 cozy,
and brilliantly furnished rooms, promise guests the ability to engage with nature as they are
surrounded by breathtaking views of Shan Mountains.

Yangon Sales & Reservation Oﬃce
Room (202), building (C), Mindama Condo, Mayangone Township, Yangon, Myanmar
Tel: 01 651471, 09 78 110 8048
Email: kalaw.rsv@phyuzingroupofhotels.com, nadi.rsv@phyuzingroupofhotels.com

www.exotravel.com/trade
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TAKE 5 AMEER VIRANI
With EXO Myanmar's

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR GREATEST
ACHIEVEMENT SO FAR?
I would say my greatest achievement
lies in the progress I have seen among
my colleagues during my time here
in the Yangon office. The slow but
sure process by which sustainability is
becoming ingrained in the company
culture is very encouraging because
I have long believed that destination
management companies like EXO
have such a great potential to ensure
tourism creates better places for
people to both live in and visit.
WHAT IS THE MOST MEMORABLE
LOCATION IN MYANMAR THAT YOU
HAVE VISITED AND WHY?
Maung Shwe Lay – a small fishing
village south of Ngapali on Myanmar’s
western coast. I found two things
particularly memorable. Firstly, it was
inspirational to see the positive
impact tourism companies can have
on local communities. The EXO
Foundation has supported the
TELL US A LITTLE ABOUT YOUR
ROLE WITH EXO TRAVEL
MYANMAR?

Monk Studying, Myanmar

creation of a library, which it has
funded since 2012. It was amazing to
see the place buzzing with children
keen to pick up books they would not
otherwise have access to. The second
most memorable part was the perfect
combination in the village of natural
beauty, tremendous hospitality and a
beautiful insight into the life of local
fishermen.
IS THERE ANYWHERE THAT YOU
HAVEN’T BEEN YET IN MYANMAR
THAT INSPIRES YOU TO VISIT?
I have always been intrigued by caves
so I would love to visit Hpa-An in
Kayin state where there are several of
them. It is an up and coming
destination and from what I have
heard and seen in photos that is no
surprise. I am also a big fan of any
water-based activity so the
opportunity to get a boat through
some of those caves would be a lot of
fun and experiencing the bat cave at
sunset would make for that
inspirational, picture-perfect moment.

Fishermen, Myanmar

I am responsible for coordinating all
of our sustainability activities. In a
nutshell this involves raising
awareness amongst our office staff
about the key issues, working closely
with our supply chain to encourage
them to become leaders in
sustainability, training our guides to
lead by example as they are on the
front line every day and also
communicating to tourists how
travelling sustainably in Myanmar
will lead to them having an overall
more meaningful experience in the
Golden Land.
WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST
CHALLENGES YOU FACE?

It was inspirational to see the positive
impact tourism companies can have on local
communities. The EXO Foundation has
supported the creation of a library.....
amazing to see the place buzzing with
children keen to pick up books they would
not otherwise have access to.

The inability to be in a hundred places
at once poses the biggest challenge.
Sustainability is a relatively new
concept here in Myanmar but the
tourism industry is also a lot less
developed than in many nearby
countries. This results in a brilliant
opportunity for EXO to lead the
sustainable development of the
industry. The challenge lies in getting
our message through to all
stakeholders and ensuring it is
understood, without constantly being
on the ground with our suppliers,
guides and tourists.

www.exotravel.com/trade
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BOOKING
WITH EXO

We offer a variety of ways to book or inquire about our services. Whether
your preference is via online, email, telephone or visiting one of our regional
offices, our expert teams are standing by ready to answer any question and
process your bookings.

GO DIGITAL
Our Travel Trade site
offers several options
for online booking
and enquiries. With
EXO Connect, six of
our destinations are
instantly bookable
online, and our XML
feed plugs directly
into your internal
systems making
bookings easier than
ever.

OUR
COMMITMENT
TO YOU
A TIMELY RESPONSE
We know that a fast
response is imperative for
success in our industry, and
we are committed to
responding to every inquiry
the same day or at the most
within 24 hours.
A PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZATION
Using TOURPLAN, on which
our reservations and
operations teams receive
comprehensive training, our
organization delivers fast
and consistent service and
seamless itineraries
throughout our destinations.
HIGH QUALITY SERVICE ON
THE GROUND
Through strong guide
training and using the best
vehicles, we are committed
to providing the highest

www.exotravel.com/trade

OUR SALES
OFFICES
Prefer to make your
booking via one of
our international
sales offices? No
problem, we have
dedicated teams
standing by, ready to
assist you via phone
or email, with any
advice or insider
information you
require.

ASIA BY EMAIL
For a quick and easy
response, contact
our reservation
teams in Asia by
email. We make
every effort to
respond within 24
hours for simple
enquiries and within
48 hours for more
complex
reservations.

We understand the benefits of a good working
relationship. With our partners, we share a
common commitment to the professional
delivery of unique travel experiences and
providing an uncompromising level of service.
To that end, we offer the following:
quality of service possible.
Our preferred suppliers are
all subject to regular and
rigorous inspections.
CONSULTATIVE AND
WELL-TRAINED STAFF
We ensure our teams are
the most knowledgeable,
and qualified in the business
through industry-leading
comprehensive training
programs developed with
one of Asia's premier training
organizations.
SPECIALIZED TEAMS AND
PERSONAL SERVICE
Whether you have a request
about general travel, MICE,
adventure, or luxury, we have
small specialized teams in
every destination to handle
each area, and deliver the
personal service that you
deserve.

AN INVESTMENT IN
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Our product teams are
based in every destination
ensuring authentic,
immersive and innovative
experiences that can only
be sourced from living and
breathing the destination
on a daily basis.

Full contact details for all of our
offices are on the back cover

FINANCIAL STABILITY
As part of the Apple Tree
Group of companies that
includes hotels, real estate
and other asset holding
companies in Asia, EXO
Travel is financially secure.
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EXO TRAVEL GROUP
EXO TRAVEL VIETNAM
Level 7-9, Nam Giao Building 1
261-263 Phan Xich Long Street
Phu Nhuan District,
Ho Chi Minh City, VIETNAM
Tel: +84 (0) 8 3995 9898
Fax: +84 (0) 8 3995 9184/5
Email: vietnam@exotravel.com
EXO TRAVEL THAILAND
22nd Floor, Smooth Life Tower
44 North Sathorn Road, Silom
Bangrak, Bangkok 10500
THAILAND
Tel: +66 (0) 2 633 9060
Fax: +66 (0) 2 633 9070
Email: thailand@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL MYANMAR
No.147 Shwegonedaing Street
West Shwegonedaing Ward
Bahan Township, Yangon,
MYANMAR
Tel: + 95 (0) 1 860 4933-40
860 3271, 558215
Fax: + 95 (0) 1 860 4932
Email: myanmar@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL MALAYSIA
10-2 Block B, Plaza Kingfisher
Lorong Plaza Kingfisher 2
Kota Kinabalu, Sabah
MALAYSIA 88450
Tel: +60 (0) 8838 3090
Fax: +60 (0) 8838 6090
Email: malaysia@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL INDONESIA
Jl Bypass Ngurah Rai No. 157
Sanur, Denapsar, Bali, 80228
INDONESIA
Tel: +62 (0) 361 288 821
Fax: +62 (0) 361 287 073
Email: indonesia@exotravel.com

EXO SALES

EXO TRAVEL CAMBODIA
6th Floor, SSN Center No.66
Norodom Boulevard
Phnom Penh, CAMBODIA
Tel: +855 (0) 23 218 948
Fax: +855 (0) 23 426 58
Email: cambodia@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL JAPAN
2F Akasaka Kikyo Building
3-11-15 Akasaka, Minato –Ku
Tokyo 107-0052, JAPAN
Tel: +81 (0) 3 6230 3031
Fax: +81 (0) 3 6441 2725
Email: japan@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL LAOS
15 Kaysone Road,
Ban Phon Sa Ad, Saysettha
PO Box 4666, Vientiane,
LAO PDR
Tel: +856 (0) 21 454 640-3
Fax: +856 (0) 21 454 639
Email: laos@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL CHINA
2501 Room, B building, U-Space
No.8 Guangqumenwei Dajie,
Chaoyang District,
Beijing 100022, CHINA
Tel: +86 (10) 5124 0854
Fax: +86 (10) 5861 4818
E-mail: china@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL FRANCE
9, Rue du 4 Septembre
75002 Paris, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0) 1 49 49 03 60
Email: france@exotravel.com
EXO TRAVEL UK
The Piano Club, The Piano
House, 9 Brighton Terrace,
Brixton, London, SW9 8DJ, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3637 0440
Email: ukireland@exotravel.com
EXO TRAVEL GERMANY
Westendstr 21, 60325
Frankfurt am Main, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0) 69 78 997 997
E-mail: germany@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL SPAIN
Passatge de l'Hort dels
Velluters 5, Barcelona
08003, SPAIN
Tel: +34 626 967 212
E-mail: espana@exotravel.com
EXO TRAVEL AUSTRALASIA
PO Box 1010, Brighton Road
Melbourne, VIC 3184,
AUSTRALIA
Tel: +61 (0) 413 942 192
E-mail: australia@exotravel.com
EXO LATIN AMERICA
Barão de Ipanema 56, 5th floor
Copacabana - 22050 - 030
Rio de Janeiro, BRAZIL
Tel: +55 (0) 21 3208-9000
E-mail: exosa@exotravel.com
EXO TRAVEL NORTH AMERICA
270 West 17th Street
Suite 4I
New York, NY 10011
Tel: +1 (0) 212-367-8119
E-mail: exona@exotravel.com

